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Chapter 1101 Conversation! 

Ling Lan nodded. She agreed that he looked fine. 

“That’s good. Lanfeng, let’s go and take a look at how the other leaders are doing.” As the regiment 

commander of the mecha clan, she needed to show her face. If not, outsiders might say that Lingtian 

was an arrogant mecha clan where their regiment commander was too proud to even show his face. 

“Sure.” Li Lanfeng smiled bitterly. He heaved a sigh of relief when Ling Lan didn’t ask him about his 

weird behaviour. However, he felt bitter too. Maybe… he hoped that Ling Lan was a little more curious 

about him. 

Ling Lan nodded at Li Shiyu before leaving with Li Lanfeng. 

The two of them walked out slowly, but they didn’t rush to the training ground as the fight wouldn’t end 

so soon. Even if the people from Lingtian were able to defeat their opponents instantly, they wouldn’t 

want to be too showy. 

Besides the logisticians and soldiers on duty, everyone else had gone to the training ground which 

caused the camping grounds to seem exceptionally quiet. 

The two people walked under the sunny sky. Ling Lan walked at the front while Li Lanfeng followed 

behind her silently. 

Li Lanfeng finally plucked up his courage and rushed forward to grab Ling Lan’s left hand. 

Ling Lan stopped and tilted her body to the side. She was surprised by Li Lanfeng’s actions. She raised 

her eyebrows slightly and asked, “What are you thinking?” 

“Aren’t you the one who is thinking about something?” Li Lanfeng smiled. Ling Lan could imagine how 

beautiful his smile was under the mask. 

“Oh? How are you so sure?” Ling Lan asked him back in reply. 

“Because of my injuries,” Li Lanfeng immediately said his answer. 

“I just don’t understand why you didn’t go out.” Since Li Lanfeng started the conversation, Ling Lan 

continued with it. 

She had already sent him to the door to prevent this from happening. 

“I thought that I would be able to handle it and I wanted to understand the secrets of the imperial 

realm. I overestimated myself.” Li Lanfeng looked up and Ling Lan and said earnestly, “This is not your 

fault. It’s mine.” 

Ling Lan narrowed her eyes. She clenched Li Lanfeng’s right hand tightly with her left hand. Li Lanfeng 

felt an excruciating pain electrocuting his entire body. However, he maintained the smile on his face. 

“You…” Ling Lan released her hand. She knew that Li Lanfeng was lying. He just didn’t want her to feel 

guilty. No matter what the reason was, she was the one who injured him. 



“On the bright side, I look exactly like you after the battle on Planet Haijiao.” Li Lanfeng smiled brightly. 

He seemed happy with his appearance now. “I believe that other people 

‘Is this considered as couple wear?’ This question suddenly popped in Li Lanfeng’s mind. He blushed. In 

the next second, cold sweat dripped down his forehead. He knew that once he realized his true 

intentions, he wouldn’t be able to control himself. 

If he was unable to stop this feeling from growing even further, he would fall into the depth of hell one 

day. If this happened one day, would he be able to continue staying beside Ling Lan then? 

Ling Lan didn’t notice that Li Lanfeng was shivering as she was looking up at the sky. To prevent her from 

feeling guilty, this person thought of stupid excuses for her to feel better. As expected of an adviser. 

“Forget it, since you don’t want to say, I won’t ask.” Ling Lan suppressed her curiosity. She was willing to 

accept her friend’s secrets because she had secrets herself too. Since she was unable to reveal her 

secret herself, how could she force her friend to do what she couldn’t? 

Li Lanfeng’s expression turned complex when he heard her words. Unsurprisingly, he was unable to fool 

Ling Lan. Luckily, Ling Lan forgave him and didn’t probe further. He chose to believe him but he still felt 

ashamed about his schemes. 

He couldn’t let this arrogant and domineering person know what he was thinking. He just wanted to 

look at him and stay beside him forever. Even if he would get married in the end, he would still be 

satisfied… maybe. 

Li Lanfeng pushed these thoughts into the back of his mind. He would have to endure this emotion all by 

himself. 

“I’m sorry.” Li Lanfeng’s voice was shivering as he said, “Thank you.” 

‘Thank you for your forgiveness. I really can’t let go of your kindness. I want all of it.’ 

traumatic must have happened to Li Lanfeng. Unfortunately, he didn’t want to tell her anything so she 

couldn’t help him even if she wanted to. 

Forget it, since he was unwilling to say, she would just take more notice of him. As long as she was 

concentrating on him, she would be able to detect traces of what had happened to him. Ling Lan 

ultimately made this decision in the end. Unconsciously, she gave more attention to Li Lanfeng, more 

than anyone in Lingtian. 

Li Lanfeng knew Ling Lan had put down this issue when he saw the frown disappearing from her face. 

They continued walking towards Training Ground 07. 

Li Lanfeng, who was currently walking a step behind Ling lan, looked at the back of Ling Lan with 

complicated feelings. He understood Ling Lan well so he knew what Ling Lan would do if he didn’t say 

anything. 

Why did he still scheme against her when he had already made the decision to stay beside her quietly? 

As expected, he was a selfish person. He always did things that benefit him the most. 



‘Ling Lan, please don’t give me any chances. If not, I won’t be able to control myself and I’ll pull you 

down to hell together with me.’ 

Li Lanfeng would only show his weakness when there was no one looking at him. 

Li Lanfeng wished that this journey would continue forever so that he could forget about the present 

and continue his dreamlike fantasy but sadly, Training Ground 07 was not too far away. 

Li Lanfeng closed his eyes dejectedly when he saw the training ground coming into his view. When he 

opened them again, his gaze was sharp and his smile was gentle. The adviser of Lingtian, Li Lanfeng, was 

back. 

“They seemed to be done.” Li Lanfeng listened carefully and smiled. 

“Yes.” Ling Lan placed her hands behind her back and smiled slightly. Her team leaders performed well. 

They subdued their opponents so quickly that they had nothing to say. 

“Unfortunately, the team leader of Team 06 is not here. If not, we can witness how strong he is.” Their 

opponents were beaten so badly that they were unable to control their emotions. Hence, they started 

finding ways to regain their dignity. 

The expressions of everyone in Lingtian changed. Li Lanfeng was badly injured. He would be fine with Li 

Shiyu around but they were still worried about him. 

Chapter 1102 After You! 

“I didn’t expect to be so popular. Even when I’m not around, there are people talking about me.” Li 

Lanfeng smiled and walked in when he saw the support in Ling Lan’s gaze. 

These people didn’t expect Li Lanfeng to appear right when they talked about him. They basically just 

saw a mummified masked person entering the training ground. 

“Big Leader Li, everything is fine here. Please come.” Yan Three laughed to ease the atmosphere and 

welcomed him warmly. 

The reason why Yan Three was able to integrate into Lingtian so quickly was because of Li Lanfeng’s 

help. Li Lanfeng would always remind him what to do whenever he felt confused in Lingtian, so he was 

very grateful to him. 

“I knew Li Lanfeng wouldn’t die.” Zhao Jun felt relieved when he saw Li Lanfeng appearing safe and 

sound in front of him. 

Everyone went forward to check up on Li Lanfeng’s condition, but they didn’t see Ling Lan who was 

standing at the entrance. 

After entering the imperial realm, Ling Lan was able to easily control her breathing and presence. She 

was currently hiding her presence which made herself invisible to everyone in the training ground. 

Li Lanfeng knew since Ling Lan didn’t appear in front of the crowd, she must have her own motives for 

doing so. Thus, he didn’t expose her. 



After greeting everyone from Lingtian, Li Lanfeng walked towards Yu Wei and his people. He smiled and 

said, “I’m here. What’s the matter?” 

The person who said that he wanted to see Li Lanfeng had no choice but to grit his teeth and reply, 

“We’ve already seen how strong the other team leaders are. You’re the only one who didn’t show us 

anything due to your injuries. What a pity that is. Well… since you’re here now, may I have a battle 

with you?” 

Li Lanfeng sized up the man in front of him and suddenly smiled. “You’re not my match.” 

The man’s expression darkened when he heard those condescending words. The 36 Heavenly Warriors 

of Piercing Arrow appeared furious too. This person was just too arrogant. Although, their military rank 

was not as high as Li Lanfeng but all of them were team leaders. In mecha clans, they should be 

receiving as much respect as any other team leader of any rank. 

“Regiment Commander Yu, please.” Li Lanfeng turned his head and looked at Yu Wei. 

All the leaders from Piercing Arrow got furious. An insignificant leader actually dared to challenge their 

regiment commander. Was he arrogant or stupid? 

“Leader Li, you’re too weak to challenge our regiment commander. Let me play with you instead.” The 

first rank Heavenly Warrior, Jiang Yong, glared at Li Lanfeng and stepped out. 

Li Lanfeng looked at him seriously and slowly shook his head. “You’re a little too weak.” 

“Arrogant!” Jiang Yong raised his fist and launched it towards Li Lanfeng in an instant. He wanted to 

teach this arrogant young man a lesson he would remember forever. 

Although the leaders from Lingtian were all more powerful than them, they still needed to fight for 

many rounds before they defeated them. Jiang Yong didn’t believe that this heavily injured Leader Li 

would be as strong as the other team leaders. 

Surprisingly, Li Lanfeng didn’t evade the attack. He just waved his right hand casually in response to the 

incoming fist. A loud sound echoed through the training ground. 

A figure shot out and slammed into the crowd from Piercing Arrow. 

Yu Wei’s expression changed when he saw a body flying towards him. He acted immediately and a ball 

of energy quickly caught the body in mid-air but suddenly, his face turned pale. He needed to take a step 

back before he could withstand the impact. 

The person who was shot out was Jiang Wei. After he regained his senses, he looked at Li Lanfeng with 

fear in his eyes. Li Lanfeng was just standing casually in front of him with one hand behind his back. He 

couldn’t believe that he didn’t manage to handle a single attack by his opponent. 

Li Lanfeng looked towards Yu Wei. “Regiment Commander Yu, please!” 

The people from Lingtian smiled as they anticipated Yu Wei’s next move, even Yang Mingzhi and Liu 

Furong were smiling. Until now, high-profile officers like them didn’t have the chance to act yet. Hence, 

when they saw Li Lanfeng calling out for Regiment Commander Yu, they instantly understood what their 

regiment commander was intending by her words. It seemed like they were still too kind when they 



fought with them. They now knew that they needed to crush the spirits of these intruders so that they 

would never be questioned about their strength ever again 

Yu Wei couldn’t reject the challenge in front of so many people. He knew that this normal-looking 

Leader Li must be a domain realm master, as only domain realm masters were able to defeat a half step 

domain realm master that easily. 

“Lingtian is truly filled with powerful people. Leader Li, after you.” Yu Wei was serious. 

He wasn’t the only one who was serious as Lin Yang was turning serious too. He looked towards Liu 

Furong, Yang Mingzhi, Qi Long, and the other leaders in Lingtian. He wondered if they had reached the 

domain realm too. After all, Leader Li was just the leader of Team 06. 

That’s right, Lin Yang was a domain realm master. From the attack just now, he could feel his domain 

concept embedded in his attack, so he must be a domain realm master. 

“Move back!” Lin Yang said to his soldiers behind him. 

“Why?” 

“Why, regiment commander?” 

His soldiers were puzzled. 

“This is a domain realm battle. Anyone who hasn’t reached the domain realm will get injured if they 

come too close to the fight,” Lin Yang said seriously. 

“Domain realm battle!” Everyone exclaimed out loud. Although the regiment commanders of first-rank 

mecha clans were all domain realm masters, they wouldn’t have any domain realm masters as 

subordinates. Even if it did happen, it was rare. 

Even though it was rare, everyone still obediently believed in Lin Yang’s warning and moved back. After 

all, Lin Yang’s mecha clan, Slaughter Mecha Clan, was the second most powerful mecha clan after Proud 

Wind so his words definitely had merit to them. Plus, he was also a domain realm master. Hence, he 

should know more than them. 

“Why aren’t they moving?” After they moved back, they noticed that the people from Lingtian were still 

in their original positions. They didn’t seem to care about the danger of a domain realm battle. 

Lin Yang frowned when he saw them not moving away. He himself didn’t move because he was 

confident he would remain safe with his strength. So, why weren’t the other party moving? 

Some other regiment commanders also stood in their original positions. This was the pride of domain 

realm masters. 

While everyone was retreating away from the upcoming fight, Li Lanfeng and Yu Wei stood on the 

ground quietly. No one acted. 

“So warm.” One minute had passed. One of the team leaders suddenly felt that the air around them got 

warmer. The temperature of the camping ground was controlled by the mainframe so it would always 

be maintained at a comfortable temperature for everyone. They shouldn’t feel warm. 



“Look at Regiment Commander Yu.” One of the team leaders shouted. 

Everyone looked at Yu Wei. They saw steam coming up from the ground around Yu Wei. 

“Is this Yu Wei’s heat domain concept?” Lin Yang’s gaze turned sharp. Yu Wei’s domain element wasn’t 

fire but his domain concept was as hot as fire, making it more frightening than fire. His domain concept 

was formless. He could integrate himself into the air perfectly with his domain concept and hide himself 

amidst the air. His opponent wouldn’t be able to easily detect him in that state. 

Chapter 1103 Battle! 

On the other hand, nothing was moving around Li Lanfeng. No one knew what his domain concept was. 

Yu Wei frowned when he saw his inaction. He lifted his arms and two clouds of hot air rushed towards Li 

Lanfeng viciously. 

Li Lanfeng felt steaming hot air coming towards him. He raised his hands and waved them immediately. 

Boom! Boom! 

Two loud explosions occurred. 

The explosions of two powerful domain concepts quickly moved out and destroyed everything in its 

vicinity. Lin Yang instantly activated his domain and blocked out the explosion. 

At that moment, his attention wasn’t on Yu Wei and Li Lanfeng. It was on the team leaders behind Li 

Lanfeng. 

They were standing very close to the center of the battle so the force of the explosion must have 

reached them. 

What he saw was a young lieutenant colonel tilting his body to protect a pretty lieutenant colonel 

behind him and a young major taking a step out to pull a handsome young lady behind him. 

Lin Yang and his men still had some dignity so they didn’t choose the two female officers when they 

were fighting just now. 

The huge force of the explosion reached the team leaders. Yet, it only managed to lift the corners of 

their uniform. None of them moved a single inch. 

“Annoying!” Luo Lang glared at his friend. He wasn’t his younger sister. Did Xie Yi forget about that? 

Xie Yi smiled and didn’t say anything. How could he explain that he protected Luo Lang instinctively? 

Han Xuya was grateful for Qi Long’s help so she smiled at him. Unlike the past when her smile was shy 

and demure, it seemed more elegant now. Qi Long couldn’t help but look at her smile again. 

If she was still the young girl who liked Qi Long, she might get flustered by his stare. However, she had 

finally found what she wanted in her life. Hence, Qi Long became just like any other person who had 

came into her life. He was no longer that important to her. 



Yes, Han Xuya’s goal was Ling Lan. The fact that Ling Lan was a female who had accomplished more than 

most men did, allowed Han Xuya to have different thoughts about her life. Since Boss was able to 

become so powerful, she could do so too. 

Compared to Luo Chao, Han Xuya was more competitive. Since she was young, she never wanted to lose 

to her peers. However, she was a female at the end of the day. Sometimes, she wished that she was a 

male when she saw her friends moving further ahead of her when they did the same amount of work. 

Now, Ling Lan gave her a chance to climb higher so she would definitely grab this chance tightly. That 

concept of young love she had dreamt of was thrown to the back of her head long ago. 

“Can you identify the domain concept of Leader Li?” Lin Yang lowered his head and asked the regiment 

commander beside him. 

“No. I only know that he used his domain concept but I can’t identify what it is.” The regiment 

commander shook his head and sighed. “He hadn’t fully used his domain concept yet he is already able 

to fight on par against Regiment Commander Yu’s heat domain concept. This Leader Li is not a simple 

person.” 

“The other people from Lingtian are even scarier. They didn’t even activate their domain but they 

managed to easily resist the explosion.” Another regiment commander was flabbergasted. They could 

also resist the force from the explosion without activating their domain but they wouldn’t be as relaxed 

as the people from Lingtian. 

“It seems like Leader Li is not the only leader who has reached the domain realm.” Lin Yang understood 

what this meant. 

“But, they are giving out the presence of peak stage and optimal peak of Qi-Jin.” Another regiment 

commander couldn’t believe this. 

“They must have a way to hide their real physical skills. When Leader Li came in, did you sense his 

domain energy?” Lin Yang was firm in his judgment. 

The regiment commanders thought about Lin Yang’s question for a moment. Indeed, they didn’t detect 

his domain energy before he attacked Jiang Yong. 

“F**k, where did Lingtian come from?” One of the regiment commanders cursed helplessly. 

“We were wrong. Base Nebula is the first line of defense against Caesar. No matter how vicious the 

power struggle between the higher authorities was, they wouldn’t expose the Federation to any danger. 

The mecha clan that comes to Base Nebula will never be just a normal mecha clan.” Lin Yang sighed. His 

willingness to fight with Lingtian lessened a little. 

“However, this doesn’t mean that their mecha piloting skills are good too.” One regiment commander 

was unwilling to lower his head so he tried to find faults in Lingtian. 

“We have to wait to determine that.” Lin Yang didn’t agree nor reject that regiment commander’s 

statement even though he knew that with the amount of mechas they brought over, the people from 

Lingtian wouldn’t be too weak in mecha piloting. 

However, before he saw for it himself, he wouldn’t admit defeat easily. After all, he was a proud soldier. 



Yu Wei already knew that his attack didn’t possess any threat to his opponent. The attack just now was 

just to determine how strong his opponent was. As a regiment commander, he was responsible for the 

reputation of his mecha clan. If everyone knew that he was on par with a team leader from Lingtian, the 

reputation would greatly be affected greatly. 

Hence, Yu Wei couldn’t lose! 

Yu Wei knew this clearly so he didn’t show any mercy in this fight. He snorted and clapped his hands 

together. The heat around Li Lanfeng immediately started to move towards him from all directions. 

Li Lanfeng had no path of escape now. His entire body was engulfed in heat. If he didn’t do anything to 

resist it, he would be melted from the insides by the concept and suffocate in a cloud of heat. 

Li Lanfeng noticed this and released his domain energy from his body. 

Bang! 

A loud explosion occurred. The entire training ground shook from the explosion. Some soldiers standing 

far away from the fight could even hear the explosion. Many soldiers who hadn’t reached the optimal 

peak of Qi-Jin started bleeding from their nose, mouth, eyes, and ears. The weaker ones, like Zhang 

Chao, even vomited out blood. 

They had already retreated very far away but the power of the two domain realm masters was still 

strong enough to injure them from afar. 

Lin Yang also had to take a few steps back from the powerful explosion. Even people who had just 

advanced to the domain realm were pale in the face. 

“Regiment Commander Lin, look!” One of the regiment commanders looked behind Li Lanfeng 

A glaring white light appeared in front of the team leaders from Lingtian. This white light blocked the 

explosion from the fight between Li Lanfeng and Yu Wei. 

The person controlling the white light was the team leader of Team 01, Yang Mingzhi. 

Chapter 1104 New Technique! 

No one was shocked by the fact that Yang Mingzhi was a domain realm master. They were just shocked 

at how sturdy his barrier was. It was sturdy enough to protect all the 20 people behind it. 

The force of the explosion was equal to the impact of Yu Wei and Li Lanfeng’s domain attacks combined. 

Yet, the barrier didn’t crack or move under such immense force. 

They were all domain realm masters. Thus, they were well aware that making such a huge barrier 

required much energy and concentration. Yet, Yang Mingzhi seemed extremely relaxed when doing such 

a task. He only used one hand to control the barrier and he still seemed to have a lot of energy back in 

his tank. 

“That Major General Yang must be a titled domain realm formidable warrior.” Lin Yang was jealous. 

One in ten million people would be able to advance to the domain realm. Compared to that, the 

probability of someone becoming a titled domain realm formidable warrior was even slimmer. After 



that, the probability of becoming an imperial stage domain expert was almost zero. Even more than 

that, becoming an imperial realm formidable warrior was basically becoming a world wonder. This was 

why there were only nine imperial realm formidable warriors in the human world. An even more 

frightening existence were the two god-realm formidable warriors. 

“Regiment Commander Yu, your domain concept is really powerful.” Li Lanfeng smiled and looked up. 

“But, please do be careful from now on.” 

Yu Wei immediately got on his guard when he heard the warning. 

Until now, he wasn’t sure what Li Lanfeng’s domain concept was. However, since he dared to warn him, 

it must be powerful. 

The space around Li Lanfeng started distorting. It turned black. The black distorted space started 

spreading out and swallowing all the energy around it. 

The people from Lingtian were shocked at how Li Lanfeng was using his domain concept. 

Yang Mingzhi retracted his barrier when it almost came in contact with Li Lanfeng’s virtual domain 

territory. A hint of agitation finally appeared on his ever-calm face. He said in a low voice, “Move back 

now.” 

Li Lanfeng’s virtual domain concept was too frightening, even for him. It could virtualize any energy 

within its territory and alter them to his domain concept. Li Lanfeng was the kind of opponent the team 

leaders from Lingtian never wanted to meet, as his domain concept was just too sinister. There was no 

way of breaking through it. 

Besides Boss Ling Lan, no one could defeat Li Lanfeng, not even Qi Long. Of course, Li Lanfeng couldn’t 

defeat Qi Long too. The two people with the strongest physical skills were not Yang Mingzhi or any of 

the veteran soldiers. It was the young Qi Long and Li Lanfeng. 

“What concept is that? Is it cutting off my senses or is it swallowing my concept?” Yu Wei’s expression 

changed when he felt his domain energy disappearing into the black distorted space. 

“Heaven-Defying Finger!” Li Lanfeng pushed his right forefinger towards Yu Wei. The black concept 

energy could be seen on the tip of his finger. It drew a black line in the air as it moved towards Yu Wei. 

Li Lanfeng’s attack wasn’t fast by any means. In fact, it was quite slow. On any other occasion, Yu Wei 

would be able to dodge it easily. However, for some reason, Yu Wei felt his thought slowing down to a 

turtle-like pace. He wanted to move quickly but his mind was reacting very slowly to everything that was 

happening, which caused his movements to slow down. 

“What is happening? Why isn’t Regiment Commander Yu dodging?” Lin Yang and the other regiment 

commanders noticed an oddness in Yu Wei’s inaction. 

“That is probably not a simple attack!” Lin Yang stared at Li Lanfeng’s forefinger. Suddenly, he felt his 

mind being locked up. He couldn’t think properly. 

“This is bad.’ Lin Yang quickly activated his domain concept and broke the shackles caused by the finger. 



By the time Lin Yang returned to normal, there was cold sweat all over his body. He was only a spectator 

but he still got affected by the finger. He could understand why Yu Wei didn’t move now. 

If Yu Wei couldn’t escape the control of the finger, he would lose this fight. 

Yu Wei seemed to have sensed something odd with the finger too. He opened his eyes wide and roared 

out in anger. 

Boom! The air around him exploded, disrupting his domain territory as well as Li Lanfeng’s domain 

territory in the process. 

Yu Wei had decisively exploded the heat domain concept in the air around him. He made use of the 

vibration from the particles to break free from the shackles of Li Lanfeng’s finger. 

Yu Wei immediately retreated back. Li Lanfeng’s attack didn’t succeed. 

“F**k, did Li Lanfeng comprehend another new technique? Is he human? Do good things only come 

after you are almost beaten to death by Boss?” The people from Lingtian were green with envy when 

they saw Li Lanfeng using a new technique. 

Li Yingjie heard this and rolled his eyes. “What are you saying? Why didn’t I get anything out after I 

almost got beaten to death?” 

“Are you sure? Little Leader Li, if you didn’t get beaten so badly, would you have advanced to the 

domain realm?” One of the older team leaders beside him didn’t agree with what he said. Li Yingjie 

managed to advance to the domain realm after he almost died in Boss’s hands. 

Li Yingjie was so badly injured that he couldn’t get up from the healing pod for half a month but, the 

benefits he got after the beating were worth it. Many team leaders and deputies who hadn’t advanced 

to the domain realm wished that they were in his position. 

Li Yingjie was speechless by what he heard, but after he thought about it. ‘Well, it did seem as though I 

got some benefit.’ 

Chapter 1105 Help Me, Xie Yi! 

Li Lanfeng wasn’t disappointed by the fact that he hadn’t landed a single hit. He extended his middle 

finger and slowly pointed it towards Yu Wei again, who was standing in front of him. 

Yu Wei manipulated the concept energy created from his heat domain concept to make the air around 

him explode. That was how he managed to escape from the shackles of Li Lanfeng’s one finger, so 

seeing Li Lanfeng sending out another finger made his expression change instantly. He didn’t think for a 

moment and extracted all of his domain concept energy from his body. 

His heat domain concept energy met up with Li Lanfeng’s finger’s dark energy and self-destructed. 

Li Lanfeng’s odd technique and domain concept made Yu Wei realize he couldn’t fight against him. 

However, as a regiment commander, Yu Wei definitely wouldn’t accept a loss. Thus, he chose a way to 

cause harm to both sides so that both of them would lose. 

The force behind the attack instantly blew away the two of them who were battling. 



Yu Wei staggered as he landed on the ground and a streak of blood ran down the corner of his lips 

uncontrollably. 

After landing, Li Lanfeng took 3 to 4 steps back before he got rid of the force behind the attack to avoid 

being injured again. 

“Good fight, Regiment Commander Yu,” Li Lanfeng said as he smirked after raising his head. 

Yu Wei’s face was pale. He didn’t expect his all-out attack to fail to injure a normal-looking leader. 

Instead of injuring him, he was injured instead. The feeling of frustration in his body turned into anger 

and it instantly rushed into his head. His eyes turned red as he glared at Li Lanfeng. He had the thought 

of making enemies with Lingtian right there and now, and fight as a group. 

The 36 Heavenly Warriors from Piercing Arrow noticed this and they instantly went to surround Li 

Lanfeng. 

Everyone from Lingtian also didn’t let up and also arrived beside Li Lanfeng. Both sides faced each other 

and a fight was about to commence. 

“Heroes are really born young. Captain Li, I admire you.” The atmosphere got heavy, so Lin Yang 

immediately spoke up. 

“Regiment Commander Yu, the generation after us will always be more powerful. If our generation 

doesn’t work harder, we might be left in the dust by them in the end.” Lin Yang turned around to look at 

Yu Wei. His eyes were telling Yu Wei that this was Lingtian’s territory and that he shouldn’t fight. 

Lin Yang’s intervention allowed Yu Wei to have time to calm down. He closed his eyes and breathed 

deeply. When he opened them again, there was no longer anger in them. He relaxed his fist and said, 

“Sorry for the unsightly showing just now, Leader Li. I rightfully lost the battle just now.” 

“Regiment commander!” All 36 Heavenly Warriors from Piercing Arrow shouted out in surprise. 

Jiang Yong ruthlessly glared at Li Lanfeng. If it wasn’t for the fact that his domain concept was strange, 

their regiment commander would never lose? 

“It seems like you have a different opinion about the result?” A clear and sharp voice suddenly rang 

beside his ears. “How about I give you the chance to prove to us you are right?” 

Everyone looked towards Lingtian’s group. A beautiful and elegant lieutenant colonel stood beside Li 

Lanfeng before anyone had noticed and was smiling towards the members of other clans. 

Li Lanfeng glanced at him and saw the desire to fight in his eyes. He smiled and slowly backed up 

“What do you mean by your words?” Jiang Yong’s eyes narrowed. 

“I think you guys still aren’t willing to give in and admit defeat even after we all have beaten you. If so, 

how about this? We’ll just fight again… until you admit defeat.” This female lieutenant colonel seemed 

to not know how to make well-rounded conversations. The words she was spouting were enough to 

make a person vomit out mouthfuls of blood. 



Unsurprisingly, the people from Piercing Arrow instantly became angry at her words. Even Yu Wei, who 

had calmed down, had a hardened expression on his face once again. 

However, before they could let out their anger, the words this female lieutenant colonel spoke 

afterwards completely stunned them. They didn’t know whether she was joking or was actually 

retarded. 

“Regiment Commander Lin, I’m not going to fight you so don’t worry. You’re Qi Long’s opponent,” the 

female lieutenant colonel pointed towards Lin Yang and said. 

Lin Yang’s cheeks twitched. If he were actually going to fight, there would be some troublesome matters 

following after him. 

“One, two, three, four.” Her finger moved around as she pointed towards the four regiment 

commanders standing beside Lin Yang. “You four are domain realm masters… it would be too slow to 

fight one by one. How about you four come at me at the same time?” 

Hearing this, one of the regiment commanders was instantly angered and scoffed. “You want to fight us 

1-on-4? That’s absurd.” 

The female lieutenant colonel shook her head and replied earnestly, “If I alone fought with four 

regiment commanders at the same time, I would die. I’m not that retarded.” 

However, a weak woman coming out and challenging domain realm masters was already a very dumb 

move on her part. Everyone couldn’t help but swear under their breath. 

“Xie Yi, help me.” The female lieutenant colonel turned around and spoke out a name. 

“Okay.” A lazy-looking lieutenant colonel walked out from Lingtian’s group and stood beside Luo Lang. 

The female lieutenant colonel then patted that person’s chest and smiled. “The two of us will challenge 

the four of you.” 

“Arrogant!” Hearing her condescending words, the four regiment commanders instantly shouted 

angrily. 

Lin Yang looked at Yang Mingzhi with a serious expression on his face. “Major General Yang, a challenge 

isn’t a game. Please stop this foolishness.” 

Yang Mingzhi smiled and said, “Regiment Commander Lin and all other regiment commanders, please 

don’t misunderstand. I will introduce these two individuals.” He pointed towards Xie Yi. “He is our Team 

05’s team leader, Leader Xie Yi.” 

After hearing that this lazy-looking lieutenant colonel was the leader of a mecha team that was ranked 

even higher than the scary and unpredictable Li Lanfeng, everyone was instantly stunned. The anger in 

their expressions instantly halved, as they looked towards Xie Yi with a hint of caution. 

“And this person is the team leader of Team 04, Leader Luo Lang.” The words that Yang Mingzhi spoke 

afterwards shocked those people even more. This female lieutenant colonel, who everyone disregarded, 

was actually the next person after Major General Liu Furong, Major General Yang Mingzhi and Colonel 

Qi Long. 



After making the introductions, Yang Mingzhi’s smile was nowhere to be seen on his face. “Plus, I don’t 

believe that it is arrogant that our Leader Luo and Leader Xie challenged the four of you.” 

The four regiment commanders’ faces immediately darkened. Yang Mingzhi’s words were implying that 

these two young leaders were actual domain realm masters. 

“That’s not possible. How can a woman be a domain realm master?” Jiang Yong was not able to accept 

that he wasn’t as strong as a woman. 

Boom! Right after the said that, a terrifying energy instantly sent him flying before falling onto the 

ground facefirst. 

“Ugh!” A mouthful of blood came out from his mouth. 

Everyone from Piercing Arrow angrily looked at the person who had just attacked. 

Luo Lang’s beautiful face had signs of wrath on it. A hind of killing intent flashed between his eyes. 

“Although I’m not a woman, the way you look down on women still makes me nauseous.” 

“In Lingtian, gender is never used as a standard for measuring strength. Don’t ever let me hear your ape- 

like thoughts ever again. Otherwise, it wouldn’t be a question that you were hit or not but rather 

whether you died or not.” Luo Lang’s cold and sharp gaze scanned past everyone. Everyone understood 

from his wrathful eyes that he wasn’t just randomly saying those words to scare them, he was actually 

going to do what he said if they discriminated towards women again. 

Lingtian had two clan sisters, Luo Chao and Han Xuya. Luo Lang didn’t want his two baby sisters to be 

humiliated by some random outsiders. 

Chapter 1106 Narcissus 

“Luo Lang, don’t waste anymore of your breath. Let’s fight now.” Xie Yi clenched his fist and smiled. 

“Okay!” The moment Xie Yi finished speaking, Luo Lang’s presence turned from gentle and harmless to 

vicious and frightening 

“Domain!” The four regiment commanders turned serious when they felt Luo Lang’s overwhelming 

presence. They began to spread themselves out, forming a fan-shape formation in front of Luo Lang. 

By now, they were certain that his weak-looking beautiful young man was a domain realm master. From 

his force of presence, he was definitely not a newly advanced domain realm master. He should have at 

least been in the domain realm for two years. If not, his domain concept wouldn’t be so overwhelming 

and complete. 

‘Where on earth did Lingtian come from? How are there so many monsters here?’ The regiment 

commanders didn’t know Luo Lang’s real age but they knew that just by Luo Lang’s appearance that he 

definitely broke the record for being the youngest domain realm master. 

This record was not really accurate since there were many secret armies or organizations that wouldn’t 

report their domain realm masters to the official authority. Hence, there were many young domain 

realm masters hidden from the public eye. The people from the Flying Dragon Special Forces were an 



instance of such an organization. Anyone inside the Flying Dragon Special Forces was powerful enough 

to shock the world. 

However, no such people would usually be in the military since they would usually be drafted by those 

secret armies and organizations at a very young age. This was why they were shocked to the core. 

Furthermore, they didn’t expect such outstanding youths to appear in a newly advanced titled super 

mecha clan. 

The two people in front of them, Luo Lang and Xie Yi, as well as Li Lanfeng and Qi Long, were all domain 

realm masters. The other lieutenant colonels and majors standing behind them were probably domain 

realms masters too. 

“Xie’Er, don’t humiliate us.” Xie Yi spoke to Xie’Er in his mindscape. 

“You talk too much.” Xie’Er was irritated. “We just need to cooperate, right?” 

“I was waiting for those words.” Xie Yi laughed. Thunder was resounded through the training ground. 

The piercing sound almost burst the eardrums of the unprepared spectators. 

“Lightning type!” Lin Yang was dumbfounded when he saw the lightning bolts around Xie Yi. He finally 

understood what Yang Mingzhi meant by his words. 

The lightning element was considered the strongest offensive domain concept. No unprepared domain 

realm master would be able to resist an attack from a lightning element domain realm master. Even the 

strongest defensive element, the earth element, couldn’t effectively defend against it. Earth element 

domain realm masters had to really concentrate to defend against a lightning attack. Plus, since their 

offenses were weak, they would be defeated in the end. 

It could be said that the lightning element was the strongest known domain concept, making lightning 

element domain realm masters almost invincible. The epitome of physical skills in each country were 

usually lightning element domain realm masters. Only when lightning element domain realm masters 

couldn’t be found, would they choose a fire element domain realm master to take over this position. 

The leader of the new generation from what he heard was a lightning element domain realm master 

too. The leader was in the Flying Dragon Special Forces so he shouldn’t be here in Lingtian as a minor 

team leader. 

However, the surprises Lingtian had given him never stopped as there was another youth in the 

Federation who awakened the lightning element domain concept, and this youth was right in front of 

him. 

In front of a lightning element domain realm master, the best way to defeat him was to have a numbers 

advantage over him. 

Lin Yang remembered the advice to defeat a lightning element domain realm master his instructor gave 

him in the past. This showed how powerful the lightning element domain realm masters actually were. If 

Lingtian chose to have a one-on-one battle, it would be an unfair fight so allowing them to send two 

people from their side to fight against one person from Lingtian was a fair decision on their part. 



The four regiment commander groaned secretly when they saw Xie Yi’s domain concept. This lazy-

looking young man actually had the most powerful known domain concept. They knew how frightening 

the lightning element was so they instantly activated their domain concept to stay vigilant of any attacks 

coming their way. 

The four of them exchanged glances with each other. Then, they moved to their position. 

Two regiment commanders arrived in front of Xie Yi.. 

One was an earth element domain realm master while the other was a fire element domain realm 

master. 

The other two regiment commanders rushed towards Luo Lang. Their elements were water and gold. 

They made the decision in an instant. This was the best type combination against their opponents. The 

earth element was good against the lightning element in terms of defenses. However, it lacked offensive 

power so the fire element should be able to make up for it. This was an almost perfect combination to 

fight against a lightning element domain realm master. 

Water is restrained by lightning in nature. They wouldn’t face a lightning element domain realm master 

with such a weak combination during a crucial time like this. 

“Water and gold?” Luo Lang stared at his opponents intently. “Calm personality, you’re up.” 

“Water element is adept at searching while the gold element is good during group fights. Narcissus, 

Assassin, it’s your turn to perform.” The calm personality quickly chose the two personalities for the 

fight. 

“Oh my god, you finally remember me.” A burst of skylark laughter rang through Luo Lang’s mindscape 

and a beautiful young man walked out from the dark corners of his mindscape. 

“Pfft, I’m so unlucky. Why do I need to work with you?” Assassin, who had a strong killing intent oozing 

out of him, sighed in frustration. 

“Big Brother Assassin, do you hate me so much?” The beautiful young man had tears in his eyes as he 

approached Assassin. He seemed hurt by what Assassin said. 

“Narcissus, stop looking at me with that expression. If not, I might not be able to control myself and 

slash my knives at you.” A murderous intent appeared on Assassin’s face. He flicked his hands together 

and knives appeared by the dozens. 

Narcissus knew Assassin meant what he said so he sighed in resignation and shut up. 

He was a good person at heart. Why did his brothers hate him so much? But, the primary personality 

would definitely like him, right? He looked lovingly at the primary personality with dewy eyes. He 

wanted to pounce on him and ask him if he liked him. 

“Combine!” Calm personality didn’t care about their conflicts and gave his order anyway. 

“Hmph.” Assassin glared at Narcissus. He didn’t like this personality but he still listened to calm 

personality and walked to the primary personality. 



“I understand, brother,” Narcissus obediently replied. He saw Assassin combining successfully with the 

primary personality so he went forward and merged with Luo Lang too. 

Calm personality was the last to combine with Luo Lang. If he didn’t control the other personalities while 

they were merging, they might interfere with the decision of the primary personality which might 

confuse the primary personality. 

Back in the real world, Luo Lang had just lowered his head and closed his eyes. The two opposing 

regiment commanders in front of him activated their domain quietly in response to his actions. They felt 

that they had an advantage since they were facing Luo Lang together so they allowed Luo Lang to attack 

them first. 

Luo Lang suddenly opened his eyes. A frightening and powerful domain concept instantly exploded from 

his body. 

Chapter 1107 Affected By the Technique? 

The gold and water element regiment commanders could only feel that Luo Lang’s domain was filled 

with coldness, killing intent and a hint of a ghostly feeling. 

Lin Yang focused in on Luo Lang as he tried to sense Luo Lang’s domain energy, but he discovered it was 

the same situation as Leader Li. He couldn’t feel anything. 

However, he now could confirm that this Leader Luo had similar domain powers as that Leader Li. They 

were both in possessions of special domains as only special domain concepts could be remained 

undetected before a fight. 

The two regiment commanders, who were the opponents of Luo Lang, sensed the peculiar nature of Luo 

Lang domain energy. They quickly looked at each other with hidden intentions beneath their eyes. The 

regiment commander with the water element domain activated a defensive technique. Suddenly, layers 

and layers of water appeared and wrapped around them, protecting them from any incoming attacks, 

while the gold element regiment commander was preparing an offensive technique. 

Countless golden daggers appeared from thin air and surrounded the entire area. 

“The gold element’s strongest area of effect technique.” Yang Mingzhi frowned slightly. Although the 

offensive strength of the gold element was weaker than the lightning and fire elements, it was still 

considered to be third in terms of offensive strength. Yang Mingzhi knew that Luo Lang’s domain was 

special and was created through a combination of the different personalities within him which allowed 

Luo Lang to use different domain techniques every single time he fought. However, could Luo Lang go 

against such a strong area of effect technique with his unique combinations? 

Faced with golden daggers coming from all sides, Luo Lang didn’t panic at all. He raised his right hand 

slightly and a copper bell appeared in his hand. 

A flirtatious smile slowly formed on his face as his wrist gently swayed. A continuous and pleasant bell 

sound instantly rang in the area. 

Not long after, the entire training area was filled with countless sounds of bells. 



It was clearly the sound of bells but in Lin Yang’s ears, he heard the sound of a heavenly voice that could 

hypnotize people involuntarily. They would listen to it until the end of the world, or when the sound of 

the heavenly voice stops. 

“Not good!” Lin Yang bit his tongue to awake from his stupor. The immense pain woke him up instantly. 

The heavenly voice that was originally ringing in his ears was now filled with continuous rings of bells 

instead. 

Despite breaking through the hypnotic voice, Lin Yang still had cold sweats all over his body. He was only 

watching from a distance and was still affected. Then, wouldn’t those people who were the targets of 

those sounds be hypnotized to an even deeper level? 

Lin Yang focused on the field and saw that the two regiment commanders facing Luo Lang looked 

completely focused and careful but they weren’t moving. 

“They’ve been affected by the technique.” Luo Lang’s method of using the Decadent Voice was quite 

amazing. It didn’t require his opponents to do anything at all as it could silently lure into the sounds by 

the bells. This forced Luo Lang’s opponents to be fully focused on their defenses which stopped them 

from attacking Luo Lang. Thus, Luo Lang’s ingenious way of method allowed him to attack and defend at 

the same time 

“That copper bell is really impressive. I’m not sure what it is made out of.” Lin Yang stared at Luo Lang’s 

copper bell. Suddenly, he seemed to have discovered something as his eyes opened wide in shock. 

“That’s not a real copper bell. It was created through his domain concept energy.” Lin Yang finally 

figured out what the copper bell was actually made from. 

“The real source of Decadent Voice is himself.” Lin Yang finally noticed that Luo Lang’s red lips were 

opening and closing very slightly. Most people would have definitely not discovered such motions as 

they were very minute. 

“So, Decadent Voice can be used like that as well…” Zhao Jun mumbled to himself. 

“Decadent Voice isn’t just singing. You can make your enemies hear what you want them to hear.” Li 

Lanfeng, who knew about Zhao Jun’s inner troubles, decisively used this opportunity to explain to him. 

He hoped that the next time Zhao Jun activates his domain, he wouldn’t feel forced to do things that 

made him feel uncomfortable. 

After Li Lanfeng finished speaking, an alluring singing voice echoed in his ears. 

“It’s really Decadent Voice.” When the singing began, Lin Yang confirmed his guess, but he was still 

unsure why it was the sound of bells and not singing at the beginning. 

The two regiment commanders who were facing Luo Lang were still on guard. They hoped they could 

stop the deafening bell sounds so that they could finally be awake from their stupor. 

Suddenly, they sensed a strong signal of a crisis approaching. This was the sense of crisis all domain 

realm masters had. The more capable the domain realm master was, the stronger the sense. 

When he felt the strong signal of a crisis approaching, the water element regiment commander didn’t 

even hesitate and enclosed the two of them in layers and layers of water. 



The gold element regiment commander was also awakened by his sense of crisis. He didn’t think even 

for a moment and ruthlessly shot all the sharp daggers around them towards Luo Lang. 

“Tink, tink, tink…” Countless sharp daggers pierced the ground around them. The immense destructive 

power instantly swept up the dirt from the ground. 

“Ah!” Yu Wei, who was watching the battle from the side, suddenly shouted out loud. 

Luo Lang had already disappeared from his previous location and appeared beside the water element 

regiment commander with a tangdao already pushed against his throat. Just one little push would cut 

right through that regiment commander’s throat. 

“What’s happening? How did he manage to get past countless layers of water without making a sound 

and appear behind our regiment commander?” One leader from the clan of the water element regiment 

commander was in disbelief. 

How did he manage to do that? Not only did some leaders not understand, even Lin Yang and Yu Wei, 

who were also watching the battle as two capable domain realm masters, didn’t understand what had 

happened. As for the water element regiment commander, he was also unable to comprehend this 

inexplicable phenomenon. 

“Are we still going to fight?” Luo Lang stared into the eyes of the gold element regiment commander as 

he asked coldly. 

The gold element regiment commander’s eyes began to twitch. It could be seen in his eyes that he 

didn’t want to just admit defeat like that. 

“You have already lost when the two of you heard the bell ringing.” Suddenly, Luo Lang’s voice was 

heard from behind the gold element regiment commander. 

A young man full with killing intent appeared behind the gold element domain realm master. The 

tangdao in his hand already dug into his back. If he pierced just a little bit deeper, he would have pierced 

the gold element domain realm master’s heart. 

Everyone looked towards the regiment commander with the water element domain. They saw that the 

cold-looking Luo Lang now had a different expression on his face. His left hand was covering the left side 

of his face as he smiled flirtatiously. The smile had a hint of pleasure and self-delusion. 

The water element regiment commander noticed that Luo Lang’s attention was not on him, so he 

wanted to use that opportunity to get away from the tangdao but suddenly, a cold hand grabbed his 

throat. 

The tangdao that was pointed against his throat suddenly dissipated into the thin air when that hand 

grabbed his throat. That tangdao was actually an illusion and it didn’t pose a threat at all. He had been 

completely fooled. 

Perhaps that hand was also an illusion? Everyone saw the flirtatious Luo Lang smiling as he continued to 

caress his own face with one hand, and that hand wasn’t even his own. 

Was it possible that the Luo Lang full with killing intent at the gold element regiment commander’s 

location was also an illusion? 



Chapter 1108 My Name is Not Little Leng! 

The gold element regiment commander seemed to want to prove this guess. He then felt sharp pain 

digging further into his back, as the tangdao finally poked a hole into his body which allowed blood to 

gush out from his body and stained his uniform. 

“Don’t make any sudden movements. My tangdao is real,” Assassin said calmly. His sword wasn’t an 

illusion. It was a sharp weapon created by congulating his killing intent into one shape, making it even 

more terrifying than the real thing. 

The Luo Lang with the tangdao was the real one? Then, did that mean the one beside the water element 

regiment commander was fake? 

The water element regiment commander was still unwilling to admit defeat, so after seeing the Luo Lang 

on the gold regiment commander was the real one, he wanted to struggle out of the cold hand on his 

throat. However, what happened next completely confused him, because when he tried to escape from 

the hand around his neck, he felt a terrifying power coming towards his throat. It almost broke his neck. 

“Make sure not move, okay? I’m not fake,” the Luo Lang standing behind him said slyly. 

As he finished speaking, a cold and emotionless Luo Lang appeared in front of everyone. 

Was he the real one? What was even happening? Wasn’t this Luo Lang just one person? What type of 

existence were these other Luo Langs? 

Tere 

Lin Yang and the others were stunned when they saw that there were three… no, four Luo Langs on the 

field. 

They had just discovered that the fourth Luo Lang had appeared sometime ago beside the field where 

Xie Yi and the earth and fire element regiment commanders were fighting. That Luo Lang was just sitting 

down calmly with his hands on his chin watching Xie Yi’s battle with great interest. 

When Luo Lang was fighting his opponents, Xie Yi was also fighting with his own. Both sides were at a 

stalemate where a victor couldn’t be determined. 

“Xie Yi, stop playing around. I’ve already finished on my end.” Luo Lang watched for a bit and lost 

interest. He lazily prompted Xie Yi to finish. 

“Alright.” Xie Yi was clearly in a difficult situation but after hearing those words, he actually turned 

around and smiled towards Luo Lang in response. 

The smile had a hint of spoiling Luo Lang. 

After saying those words, the lightning that was originally snaking all around suddenly exploded 

outwards and the sound of thunder became deeper and more fierce. The high frequency of the thunder 

seemed to have completely shattered this space like a window. Some less capable leaders even felt their 

eardrums pop. Their ears then had blood dripping out from them. 

Just from the sound of thunder was enough to injure them. 



The space around Xie Yi and the two regiment commanders had now been completely enveloped by a 

large cluster of thunder and lightning 

Seeing this, along with the fierce thunder booming in their ears, Lin Yang, Yu Wei, the other regiment 

commanders and leaders all felt their muscles become numb as if they were shocked by lightning. 

“Break!” Xie Yi shouted. Then, the entire training area shook as a terrifying explosive sound echoed 

within it. 

When the immense lightning and thunder dissipated, there were two charred bodies laying on the 

ground in a coma in the center area that was completely decimated. Luckily, their bodies were still 

unconsciously twitching so it was a sign that they were still alive. 

Despite the earth element regiment commander having the toughest defenses and the fire element 

regiment commander helping him while trying to attack at the same time, Xie Yi and Xie’Er’s combined 

work perfected their lightning which made it many times more powerful than how other lightning 

domain realm masters could make it. The lightning element was already unbeatable on the same stage, 

not to mention Xie Yi and Xie’Er’s perfect form of lightning. 

‘This is the power of the lightning element? Even two domain realm masters can’t go against it?’ Lin 

Yang couldn’t help but sigh. He had always heard about the strength of the lightning element, but now 

he had seen and understood with his own eyes the reason why the lightning element was feared. It was 

no wonder every country would choose lightning element domain realm masters to become military 

leaders of each generation. It was indeed strong. 

“Are they in danger?” Lin Yang held in the shock he felt in his heart and quickly asked Xie Yi about the 

safety of the two regiment commanders. 

“They’re fine. They’ve only been shocked unconscious and won’t be in any danger.” Smiled Xie Yi. This 

was just a battle between ‘allies’. They weren’t actually enemies, thus Xie Yi still held back. Otherwise, 

with Xie Yi’s capabilities, he would still crippled his opponents’ domain even if he didn’t kill them. 

The leaders, who were the subordinates of the two regiment commanders, had already walked up and 

helped their regiment commander drink down a vial of their recovery agent. Not long after, the two 

regiment commanders woke up and looked at Xie Yi with surprise and fear. 

Xie Yi said apologetically, “In order to defeat two such strong regiment commanders, I could only use my 

full power. If I had accidentally harmed the two of you, please accept my sincere apologies.” 

“Leader Xie is truly impressive. We admit defeat.” The two regiment commanders looked at each other 

and saw the bitterness in each other’s eyes. They originally wanted to see how strong Lingtian was and 

take them down a notch. They didn’t think it was them who were taken down a notch. The opposition 

only sent out a leader and completely decimated their collaborated effort. 

Although their opponent had the strongest offensive element, the invincible lightning element, they still 

couldn’t make any excuses for their loss. If they lost, they lost. 

The two of them swiftly admitted defeat. The other two, who were still being controlled by Luo Lang, 

saw this and also smiled bitterly as they surrendered. 



As they surrendered, they saw the three Luo Langs beside them disappeared into thin air. If there was 

someone who could see shapeless spiritual entities, they would be able to see these three Luo Langs 

become spiritual entities and return to Luo Lang’s body. 

“So unfortunate. I barely got to come out. I really want to talk to the primary personality…” When 

Narcissus returned to the mindscape, he had a face full of regret. Wasn’t he just a little bit narcissistic? 

Why did all his elder brothers not like him? They wouldn’t even inform him when something fun was 

about to happen. 

“Phew, they finally returned.” Luo Lang let out a sigh of relief. He really couldn’t endure through 

Narcissus’ narcissism… Plus, after combining into one, Narcissus’ every move was portrayed on his body. 

His actions made him feel itchy everywhere. 

“You have many personalities and there are many oddballs in those many personalities. You must get 

used to them and not treat them any differently…” The calm personality saw Luo Lang was somewhat 

refusing Narcissus and reminded him. 

Once the primary personality dislikes a secondary personality, then that secondary personality would 

have a difficult time appearing ever again. They might even be locked in the little black room for 

eternity, and secondary personalities hated staying in the little black room the most. Thus, the primary 

personality must not show any bias to any of the secondary personalities. Otherwise, the secondary 

personalities that were disliked would bottled up negative emotions in them. Even if Calm was the 

center of them, the negative emotion that was bottled in the ignored secondary personalities would 

eventually explode. 

“Understood Little Leng, I will pay attention to that,” Luo Lang replied cutely. 

The calm personality glared at Luo Lang and then said, “Don’t call me Little Leng…” 

“Don’t you think calling you calm personality troublesome? I’ve decided to call you Little Leng.” Luo Lang 

didn’t heed the warning of the calm personality and made his decision. 

“…” The calm personality didn’t say anything in the end and just walked into the depths of Luo Lang’s 

mindscape. 

“If you don’t object to it then that means you’re accepting it.” Luo Lang smiled satisfyingly. 

He wasn’t accepting it. He was ignoring him. 

The calm personality walked into the depth with a helpless expression on his face. In the end, he shook 

his head in exasperation as he stepped into the darkness and completely vanished. 

Chapter 1109 Fair? 

Seeing Xie Yi and Luo Lang easily defeat two regiment commanders each, the look everyone gave 

towards Lingtian became complicated and cautious. 

Many people also looked cautiously towards Qi Long, Yang Mingzhi and Liu Furong. The leaders who 

were ranked under them were already so powerful, so going by the standards of the rankings in a mecha 

clan, the top three leaders were definitely the strongest leaders of the entire mecha clan. 



Under the watchful gaze of everyone, Qi Long walked out of the crowd with an earnest smile on his face. 

“Regiment Commander Lin, please.” Qi Long formally showed that he wanted to challenge him. 

Luo Lang had already mentioned that Lin Yang was his opponent. If he didn’t proactively challenge him, 

he would have been laughed at by his comrades. Plus, Qi Long loved battles like these so Luo Lang’s 

words were just what he wanted. 

Lin Yang looked at Yang Mingzhi and Liu Furong with a vigilant expression. The two of them had their 

hands behind their backs with self-composed expressions that showed they weren’t going to make any 

moves. When he saw them being so relaxed, Lin Yang then knew that the opponent Lingtian had chosen 

for him was this Leader Qi Long. 

we 

It looked like they placed much faith in this Leader Qi. Lin Yang was very certain that Lingtian wasn’t an 

arrogant and clueless mecha clan. Although they got the wrong impression when Lingtian had the 

severely injured Leader Li challenge their domain realm masters, reality still confirmed that Lingtian had 

the capabilities to be so arrogant. 

Xie Yi and Luo Lang had also confirmed this fact after the first fight. This Qi Long, who was ranked third, 

was definitely also a top-tier existence 

Although Lin Yang felt much regret that he couldn’t fight against the two major generals, Yang Mingzhi 

and Liu Furong, Qi Long was still sufficient for him to take interest in. 

“Please!” Lin Yang made a battle-ready pose. 

“After you!” Qi Long’s eyes narrowed slightly and put up a defensive pose in response. 

“That’s odd, there’s no movement at all.” The area was so silent that it surprised everyone. Especially 

when compared to Xie Yi’s overwhelming thunder and lightning, Qi Long and Lin Yang’s silent battle 

seemed even more strange. 

Yang Mingzhi, Liu Furong, Luo Lang, Xie Yi, Li Lanfeng and others who had advanced to the domain realm 

all had odd expressions on their faces, some of them even frowned. 

“Qi Long is going to face difficulties in this battle,” Yang Mingzhi said softly. 

To everyone in Lingtian, compared to traditional elemental domains, special domain gave them more 

headaches. 

After all, standard elements had long been studied thoroughly by the Federation’s experts. Even if they 

had never seen them in battle, they would still have a rough idea what type of powerful techniques their 

opponents had. However, special elements were in the thousands. These special domains were studied 

for thousands of years, but experts still didn’t dare to say that they had studied all special domains as 

there would always be new special elements appearing in the universe. When faced with these 

unknown domain concepts, people would still be at a disadvantage no matter how careful they were 

with their preparation. 



After saying all this, everyone discovered that Lin Yang’s domain was also a special domain. It was also a 

concept that was completely unknown. 

“Similarly, Qi Long’s opponent wouldn’t have a good time as well,” Li Lanfeng said calmly. “The two of 

them both have special domain concepts and are both unknown to each other. This battle for the two of 

them is considered fair.” 

“Fair?” After hearing Li Lanfeng’s words, Li Yingjie couldn’t help but toss out insults. “You’re speaking so 

shamelessly. Even if that Regiment Commander Lin had a special unidentified domain, his domain still 

wouldn’t be like Qi Long’s overpowered and unbeatable domain concept… Qi Long clearly has the upper 

hand.” 

Li Lanfeng smirked as he said mockingly, “Then, what do you want me to say? Do you want Qi Long to 

seal his domain concept and fight a supposed fair battle?” 

“You idiot!” Li Lanfeng’s last two words were said underneath his breath. However, those around him 

were all domain realm masters. How could they not hear it? 

“Li Lanfeng!” Li Yingjie was instantly angered. “I want to fight you.” 

“Quiet! Watch the battle quietly,” Li Lanfeng completely ignored Li Yingjie and only coldly spoke these 

words. 

Although the two of them all had the surname ‘Li’, their relationship was terrible. Although they hadn’t 

reached the point where they were constantly at each other’s throats when they met up, they still 

would go against each other as a conversation between them went on or speak badly of each other. Of 

course, every time Little Leader Li would lose in the verbal fight. Everyone saw how badly Big Leader Li 

was bullying him that they felt pity for Little Leader Li. 

However, Little Leader Li never learned his lesson. He would return after fully recovering from the verbal 

fight the next day and fall into Li Lanfeng’s traps once again… 

This time, it wouldn’t be any different. Right as he was about to continue to argue, Li Lanfeng spoke, 

“Don’t anger our regiment commander.” 

Regiment Commander? Boss! That was right. Qi Long had said that Boss was at the medical department, 

waiting for this bastard Li Lanfeng’s final treatment results. If Li Lanfeng appeared here, did that mean 

Boss was here as well? 

Li Yingjie suddenly realized this and quickly swallowed the insults he was about to shout out, which 

almost severely injured himself in the process. 

“It seems you can teach a dog new tricks!” From the corner of his eye, he saw Li Lanfeng silently 

mouthing those words, along with the mocking smile on his face. This made Li Yingjie almost spit out 

blood from the anger. 

“Just you wait!” Li Yingjie held in the burning rage in his chest and spoke out by mouthing those words 

towards Li Lanfeng. When they sent off these visitors, he definitely would challenge Li Lanfeng to a fight. 

He would definitely not leave the training ground if he didn’t make Li Lanfeng eat some dirt. 



“I have always had this question in mind. Why is Li Yingjie constantly looking for his own demise?” Luo 

Lang asked Han Jijyun, who was beside him, with an expression of confusion. 

“That’s because other than Boss, he only sees Li Lanfeng in his eyes,” Han Jijyun said calmly. 

“Why? Isn’t Qi Long also strong?” Luo Lang didn’t understand. Qi Long and Li Lanfeng were an equal 

match in terms of domain concepts, with neither of them being able to defeat the other. If Li Yingjie had 

his ights on Li Lanfeng, then why wasn’t Qi Long in his sights? 

Han Jijyun glanced at Luo Lang and said with a complicated expression on his face. “You don’t 

understand…” He didn’t understand that there were people in life who were similar to you while being 

better than you in everything. Plus, that agonizing feeling of no matter how hard you worked, you still 

wouldn’t be able to defeat those similar to you, would eat someone alive eventually if the problem 

wasn’t solved in time. 

When this thought piled up in an individual, it would become an inner demon.. Han Jijyun himself had 

fallen to this inner demon on Planet Haijiao. If it wasn’t for the sudden pressure from the fact that Boss 

was heavily injured, 250 Ace Mecha Clan getting caught up in traps and difficulties and Li Lanfeng 

suddenly giving up responsibility and leaving everything behind, he wouldn’t have been awakened from 

that inner demon. This made him realize what he needed to do. If that didn’t happen, he might have 

been stuck within the barrier of his inner demons and never escape… 

Thus, the simple-minded Luo Lang was the brightest and happiest person out of all of them. 

“Say that again…” Luo Lang didn’t know what to say. Why was it when he didn’t know something, these 

people wouldn’t give him a straightforward answer? 

“Little Leng, am I really stupid?” Luo Lang went to act cute towards the calm personality. 

“Not really. You just don’t want to think.” The voice of the calm personality came out from the 

mindscape. 

“Heh, Little Leng treats me the best,” Luo Lang replied. 

“Really?” The calm personality sighed. With the primary personality’s eyes, he saw Xie Yi, who was 

constantly standing beside Luo Lang… 

‘Forget it, I’ll let Luo Lang continue to be simple-minded.’ The calm personality closed his eyes and 

decided to completely conceal what he had discovered. 

Chapter 1110 Dimension Element! 

Lin Yang and Qi Long were confronting each other silently for one to two minutes. Although they didn’t 

make any moves, the entire atmosphere of the training ground was extremely tense. Less capable 

leaders even felt their palms sweating. 

That was because they knew that as soon as these two people attacked each other, it would inevitably 

be earth shattering. 

Everyone was waiting to see who would make the first move. Right at that moment, Qi Long, who had 

not moved an inch, made a move. He lifted his right palm and slowly pushed it towards Lin Yang. 



‘Youngsters are truly not as patient as experienced veterans.’ This was the thought of a few leaders from 

the other clans. 

‘He finally made a move.’ Yang Mingzhi, Liu Furong, Li Lanfeng and the others had another thought 

about his move. 

Knowing Qi Long, they knew that if he wanted to wait, he would definitely be able to be as patient as his 

opponent. However, Qi Long never liked waiting and would usually always attack first. Thus, Qi Long 

making the first move wasn’t a surprise. The only question they could have about the situation was 

when Qi Long would make a move. 

Seeing Qi Long’s palm coming towards him, Lin Yang also put up his palm to block. He thought in his 

mind. ‘Come. Let me see what your domain concept is.’ 

Bang! 

The two strong domain concept energies finally met up. Then, they started to weirdly glob together, 

forming a constant shape-changing globular ball in the air 

The two energies wanted to consume each other but in the end, these two energies both continued to 

neutralize each other. 

Lin Yang and Qi Long gave sharp looks on their faces and increased their domain energy simultaneously. 

“Boom!” 

The energy in the globular ball finally reached the tipping point and exploded outwards. The immense 

energy shockwave moved towards those spectating the fight. Those who were weaker, despite standing 

far away from the blast, were almost sent flying. The strength of the domain energy in this domain 

realm battle was much more than they had experienced in any past domain realm battles. 

After trying to probe Qi Long’s strength, Lin Yang frowned slightly. That was because he felt Qi Long had 

only just used pure domain energy with no special domain concepts interlaced in his attack during the 

altercation. 

The difference between an attack interlaced with a special domain concept and an attack that didn’t 

have any was that the power behind the two attacks would be vastly different. The former’s power 

could be many times stronger than the latter. How strong the attack could be would depend on the 

strength of the special domain concepts interlaced into the attack. 

On the other hand, Qi Long also frowned slightly. It was because Lin Yang did the same as he did and 

didn’t use any special domain concept in his attack. 

The two of them wanted to use this attack to probe their opponent’s domain concept. Unfortunately, 

they both failed. 

‘It seems that if I don’t go serious, he won’t be willing to show me anything either.’ Qi Long thought as 

he sent out a palm attack again. 

Lin Yang decisively blocked it with his own palm, but his expression quickly changed. 



Bang! The ground a few meters around Lin Yang suddenly cracked open. The ground that could handle 

heavy attacks actually began to crack open like spiderwebs. 

“Is Lin Yang’s domain concept neutralization?” Yang Mingzhi asked with a serious expression on his face. 

“Something’s wrong. We have to keep watching.” Li Lanfeng also had a serious expression on his face. 

The relaxed expressions on everyone from Lingtian’s faces finally disappeared. 

This scene comforted the people who came to challenge Lingtian. As expected of the regiment 

commander of the strongest mecha clan ranked under Proud Wind, just taking a move head on was 

enough to take the opposition down a notch. 

Qi Long noticed that his opponent’s concept was actually very strange. His eyes suddenly showed the 

color of excitement. He shouted loudly, “Take a few more hits from me.” 

After saying that, his two fists went crazy on his opponent. 

Bang, bang, bang… The ground around Lin Yang quickly crumbled into dust by Qi Long’s strength. The 

training ground instantly became a wasteland. 

Li Lanfeng looked at the cracks on the ground and an answer slowly formed in his mind. 

“His opponent’s concept isn’t to neutralize It is to transfer,” Li Lanfeng said slowly. 

Hearing this, Yang Mingzhi and the others turned towards him and waited for further explanation. 

“If it was neutralization, the ground would crack just under him.” Li Lanfeng gestured towards Lin Yang’s 

surroundings. “But, look at that. In the area 10 meters around him, the points of contact were random.” 

“That, of course, doesn’t eliminate the fact that his neutralization concept also has the ability to bounce 

attacks back. That way, those might also happen,” Li Lanfeng added. This was Li Lanfeng’s habit. He 

would explain everything he saw and give the information to others for reference. However, he would 

never say what he said to be the correct answer. 

“If that’s the case, then it’s transferring.” Yang Mingzhi was in agreement with Li Lanfeng’s prediction. 

“Actually, the most appropriate way of describing it is calling it the dimension element.” A cold and 

sharp voice rang from behind them. 

Everyone turned around with a pleasant surprised look on their face. They finally saw their regiment 

commander, Ling Lan. They didn’t know how long she had stood behind them. 

“Boss!” Luo Lang excitedly jumped over. His speed was so fast that Xie Yi didn’t even have time to stop 

him. 

Xie Yi helplessly put his palm on his face… 

Ling Lan raised her right hand and pressed against Luo Lang forehead to stop him from hugging her. 

“One month of training,” Ling Lan said calmly. 

As expected, he was punished. 



Xie Yi smiled bitterly. He didn’t know whether he should be happy that Luo Lang was going to take the 

punishment with him or if he should be angry at Luo Lang’s recklessness and how he dug his own grave. 

Ling Lan’s words instantly awakened Luo Lang. He was too excited just now that he had actually 

forgotten Boss’s rules. 

“Ah, this is bad.” Luo Lang held his head in agony which made everyone laugh softly. The serious 

atmosphere around the training ground no longer existed. 

This was Ling Lan’s power. It was becoming everyone’s spiritual anchor. As the spiritual anchor, as long 

as she didn’t fall, even if the sky were to collapse, they would still have the confidence to create a new 

world. 

The slight change in atmosphere in Lingtian’s group attracted the attention of Yu Wei and the other 

regiment commanders. However, due to the fact that Ling Lan was blocked by the crowd and by Ling Lan 

mixing her presence with the environment, they didn’t notice that Lingtian had another person joining 

their group. Plus, even if they had seen her, they wouldn’t have known she was Lingtian’s highest 

ranking officer. 

“Who knew it would actually be the legendary dimension element.” Yang Mingzhi looked towards Lin 

Yang once again and couldn’t help but speak out in admiration. 

The dimension element had appeared in the past. Back then, it was the element that was ranked over all 

other concepts including the strongest offense element, the lightning element. It was considered to be 

invincible. The Federation’s research lab had also used much resources and time to study the dimension 

element. It was just that before they could successfully gather enough data, that dimension element 

domain realm master disappeared. With that incident, the study of the dimension element was halted. 

“However, didn’t legends say that the dimension element could tear open space? Isn’t that extremely 

terrifying?” Li Yingjie was very confused. “Looking at it now, it’s not that impressive.” 

“He had only been defending. Let’s wait for him to initiate an attack first before saying that,” explained 

Ling Lan. 

“Will Qi Long be in danger?” Han Jijyun was worried about his comrade. 

“That would depend on whether Qi Long’s domain concept could withstand it,” replied Ling Lan. 

She wasn’t worried at all. The dimension element was indeed extremely terrifying, but Qi Long’s domain 

concept was just too special. Even Little Four, who had seen the world, also didn’t fully understand Qi 

Long’s domain concept. He had been studying up until now, but he still couldn’t explain it. 

 


